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ABSTRACT. The SCF-MSXa •stood has boon applied in the study of tho 

electronic structure of F centers in CaF2, SrF2 and BaF2. The predicted 

optical transition energies are in disagreaaeat with the experinental 

data. An explanation for the discrepancy ia provided shoving the 

inadequacy of tho spherical averaging of the potential within the 

•offin-tin approxination. 

RES0M0, Aplicou-se o nitodo SCF-MSXa ao estado de centros F on Ca?2 » 

Srf2 e BaF2. '*» energia* de transições óticas calculadas estão en 

desacordo com valores experiaentai*. A discrepância foi creditada i 

inadequação da aédia esférica faits na aproxiaação "nuffin-tin" para 

o potencial. 

«Work supported by Brazilian Agencies F1KEF and CKPq. 
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I- INTRODUCTION 

During the last years» the self-consistent Multiple-

scattering Xa(MSXa) method was extensively applied to study 

transition metal complexes CI]. It has proved to be a 

useful tool in understanding the electronic structure and 

optical properties of tiese complexes. 

This same method has also been used in calculations 

concerning the electronic structure of color centers £2-5]. 

' Recently, Yu [23 and Yu et al. [3] used the MSXa method to 

study the F center in several alkali halides, obtaining for 

the optical transition energy a good agreement with Ivey's 

relation [63. . 

In view of these encouraging results, we decided 

to apply the method in the case of the F center in alkaline-

earth fluorides. The results obtained, presented in Sec, II, 

are not in agreement with the experimental data available 

for the optical absorption band [73. The purposes of the 

present paper are to point out which feature of the MSXt 

method is related to this disagreement in the case of the 

fluorite structure, and indicate a qualitative criterion for 

the applicability of the method to study similar defects. 

In Sec. II we shall present the theory and results 

concerning the application of the MSXo scheme to the F center 

in CaF2/ SrF2 and BaF2; discussions and conclusions are in 

Sec. in. 
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II. MSXa RESULTS 

The MSXo nethod goes back to papers published in 

1965 and 1966, respectively, by Slater E8j and Johnson C9]. 

The theory and computational procedure have been extensively 

developed since that time [10,113. This method has two main 

features: 

a) the Xa approximation for the exchange-correlation contri

bution to the molecular potential; and 

b) the scattered wave technique, within the muffin-tin appro

ximation, for self-consistently solving Schrodinger's 

equation [12,13]. 

The defect is studied as a cluster of atoms, which is divided 

in three regions: region I consists of spheres centered on 

atomic sites; region III is defined as the outer region 

limited by a sphere with origin at the center of the cluster 

and tangent to the spheres of the outer atoms; and region II 

is the interstitial space between the spheres. In region I 

and III the molecular potential is spherically averaged and 

in region II it is volume averaged. The limiting sphere of 

region III ("outer sphere") also serves as a "Watson sphere" 

[14] where a charge is distributed to simulate the stabilizing 

effect of the remaining crystal on the cluster. 

The structure of the F center in CaF2, SrF2 and 

BaF2 is approximated by the complex shown in Fig. 1, which 

has Tj symmetry. As the defect consists of an electron 

trapped in a fluorine vacancy we chose the "defect electron" 

sphere radius equal to the fluorine spheres one. Once these 
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were determined, all the other sphere radii were defined 

uniquelly by imposing that the nearest spheres be tangent 

to each other. Table I shows the values of the parameters 

used in the calculation. 

The complex considered has a total positive charge 

+1, therefore a Watson sphere [14] charge -1 was used. The 

values of the a parameters for the exchange potential inside 

the ionic spheres were those calculated by Schwars [16]. 

In the "defect electron" sphere, the intersphere, and outer 

region a weighted average value was used, as suggested by 

Yu et ai. C3]. 

All results presented have been found using, for 

fluorine and cation spheres, partial wave expansions with 

1 * 0 and 1, and for the "defect electron" sphere I * 0, up 

to 4. 

Self consistency in the energy levels were carried 

out to the fourth decimal. 

The ground state electronic structure of the F 

center in CaF2, SrF2 and BaF2 is partially shown in Figs. 2, 

3 and 4, respectively: only the one-electron energy levels 

above -0.8 Ry are presenter». The states associated with the 

group of levels around -0.7 Ry are predominately F~ 2p-like. 

The unpaired electron occupies the 2a,. state; all states 

with greater energy are unoccupied. 

Table II presents the total amount of charge in 

the different regions of the cluster, including the outer 

sphere. 

The occupied F-center electron state 2a. is mainly 
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localized in the fluorine vacancy as one can see fro* 

Table III. On the other hand, the first allowed excited 

state 4t. of the F-center electron is relatively extensive 

(see Table IV). 

Table V presents the experimental peak position 

of the optical absorption band and the theoretical valves 

calculated in the MSX& scheme. The transition state 

concept [123 was also used; this calculation is done for a 

state where half an electronic charge is transferred to the 

excited one-electron level involved in the optical transition. 

III. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

As may be observed in Table V calculated and 

experimental results are in a quite strong disagreement in 

contrast with the situation for the alk-li-halides C2] 

where both the absolute values and the optical transition 

trend were found in good agreement with experiment (see 

Table VI for the results of reference [2]). In order to 

better understand the reasons for the failure of the MSXo 

method in our case, we tried two different approaches as 

follows: firstly, in the context of a standard application 

of the MSXa method performing several other calculations, 

and secondly, being sure that the first approach do not 

improve the results, searching which feature of the method 

could explain the failure.. 

The MSXo method is not an ab initio one. there 

are a set of parameters, such as the muffin-tin radii, the 
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"Watson sphere" charge, the exchange a-values, which could 

in principle affect the calculated results. Possible rela

xations of the neighbors around the vacancy could also 

«odify the calculated optical transition energies. In this 

sense we cannot expect that the discrepancies seen in Table V 

provide a definite indication of the inadequacy of the —thod 

for the case of F centers in alkaline-earth fluorides. The 

following other calculations were then perfomed: • 

a) the aniffin-tin radii were taken proportional to the corre

sponding ionic radii [181 for the fluorine and cation 

spheres? 

b) the "Watson sphere" charge was chosen such as the poten

tial inside the cluster were equal to the spherical 

average of the point-ion potential of the remaining 

crystal; 

c) we approximated the potential inside the cluster due to 

the renaini.n't crystal by a "corrected" Hadelung potential, 

different for oach region of the cluster, following a 

suggestion o£ Yu [23; 

d) slightly ciffcrnr.t /alues or the exchange parameter <* 

were used; 

e) and finally, l̂iysically reasonable relaxations (2 to 5 

percent of the distance of the neighbors to the center of 

the cluster) were allowed for the first and second 

neighbors. 

None of these trial calculations significantly improved the 

theoretical results. This indicated the inadequacy of a 

standard application of the KSXa method to the present problem. 
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One feature of the MSXa method can be thought as 

responsible for the discrepant results obtained: this is 

the spherical averaging of the potential inside the "defect 

electron" sphere. In fact, an F-center is an electron 

trapped in an anion vacancy by the crystalline potential, 

which can be strongly non spherical so that the miffin-tin 

approximation may be very unrealistic in the central region 

of the defect. In order to estimate how drastic such an 

approximation is in the case of the f luorite structure we 

roughly evaluated the correction to the one-electron energy 

levels 2a. and 4t,. due to the non spherical point-ion 

potential provided by the first and second neighbors inside 

the "defect electron" sphere, using a first-order perturbation 

calculation; the zeroth-order wavefunctions were those 

obtained in the MSXa scheme leading to the results of Table V. 

The perturbation integrals were performed only inside the 

"defect electron" sphere and the results for BaF2 are shown 

in Table VII. It may be noticed that this treatment ade

quately corrects the previous calculation in this case. 

Of course, this restricted perturbation calculation is not 

entirely reliable. Nevertheless, in the case of BaF2, as 

the percentual amount of charge associated with the 4t2 

state is relatively large, the neglected contribution of the 

integration outside the "defect electron" sphere is surely 

not drastically underestimated as it certainly would be for 

CaF2 and SrF2. Obviously, in these cases, the restricted 

calculation would be unjustifiable since the percentual 

amount of charge inside the "defect electron" sphere is too 
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swill. The order of magnitude of the corrections presented 

in Table VII shows, by itself» that the spherical averaging 

within the «iffin-tin approximation is a very unrealistic 

description of the potential inside the "defect electron" 

sphere. 

The good agreement obtained by Yu [23, for the 

optical transition energies of P centers in KCl-type crystals, 

«sing the IBX» Method, can also be explained on these sen* 

grounds. The ratio between the non-spherical part and the 

spherical average of the point-ion potential due to the 

first and second neighbors ranges from -171 up to +50% in the 

surface of the "defect electron" sphere for the floorite 

structure whereas the save ratio ranges only fro* -lit up to 

+5% for alkali-halides. These different degree of asymmetry 

are obviously expected when one considers that the local 

symmetry of the F-oenter in fluorite is Td and in alkali-

halides is 0.. 

In conclusion, this work indicates that one must 

be aware whether or not the muffin-tin approximation provides 

a realistic model for the potential when studying defects 

involving vacant sites. When a nucleus is absent we cannot 

be sure that the nonspherical part of the potential is negli

gible. 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 

Table I - Lattice parameters CIS] and muffin-tin radii. 

R is the "defect electron" sphere radius. All 
e 
values are in atomic units. 

Table II - Total charge for different regions òf the 

cluster. 

Table IE - Percentual amount of charge inside the "defect 

electron" sphere and interphsre region arising 

from the spin-up wave function associated to the 

F-cent'sr electron level 2a,, for the three crystals. 

Table IV - Percentual amount of charge inside different 

regions of the cluster arising from the spin-up 

wave function associated to the unoccupied elec

tron level 4t_, for the three crystals. The 

fluorine and cation charges are obtained by adding 

the charges in each of the corresponding spheres. 

Table V - Experimental data C73 and theoretical optical 

transitions energies of the F center in CaF2, 

SrF2 and BaF2. All values are in Rydbergs. 

Table VI - Experimental data [17] and theoretical optical 

transitions of the F center in alkali-halides [23 

calculated by using the eight center cluster. All 

energies are in Rydbergs. 

Table W - Corrections estimated using first order perturba

tion as explained in the text. All values are in 

Rydbergs. 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 - Complex chosen as a nodcl for the P center in 

CaF2, SrF2 and BaF2. 

Fig. 2 - Orbital anergics fro» the ground-state calculation 

of the F-center in CaF2. 

Fig. 3 - Orbital energies from the ground-state calculation 

of the F-center in SrF2. 

Fig. 4 - Orbital energies from the ground-state calculation 

of the F-center in BaF2. 



TABLE I 

a 

Rout 

V 
Rcation 

Re 

CaF2 

10.32 

7.746 

2.580 

1.890 

2.580 

SrF2 

10.96 

8.223 

2.740 

2.006 

2.740 

BaF2 

11.72 

8.790 

2.930 

2.144 

2.930 

TABLE XI 

CaF2 SrF2 BaF2 

"defect 
electron" 0.82 0.94 1.16 
sphere 

F" 9.58 9.67 9.76 

cation 17.41 34.98 52.29 

intersphere 
charge 4.96 6.05 8.08 

£ £ * » . o.ll 0.08 0.06 
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TABLE III 

CaF2 SrP2 BaF2 

"defect 
electron" 56% 62% 68% 
sphere 

intersphere 24% 21% 17% 

TABLE IV 

CaF2 SrF2 BaF2 

"defect 
electron" 3,5% 6,8% 33,7% 
sphere 

P" 11,4% 14,4% 31,8% 

cation 1,6% 2,0% 6,4% 

í h a í g í P h e r e 55'C% 52'5% ° '9 % 

cÍ Ia íg? h e r Ô 28'1% 24'0% 26'8% 
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TABLE V 

CaF2 SrF2 BaF2 

expt. 0.243 0.210 0.149 

E(4t-J -e(2alA) 0.248 0.275 0.319 
Zt XT 

transition state 0.282 0.312 0.338 

TABLE VI 

LiF NaCl NaBr KCl 

expt. 0.375 0.202 0.174 0.169 

theor. 0.231 0.198 0.189 0.173 

TABLE VII 

integer transition 
occupation state 

2a.. correction 

4t,. correction 

corrected optical 
. transition 

0.46 

0.28 

0.14 

0.46 

0.22 

0.10 
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Pig. 1 
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